
MEDIA KIT



We are a leader in strategic thinking 
and unique content to provide the most 
engaging out of home experiences  
in Western Canada.

WE PROVIDE SOLUTIONS



HIGH REACH AND FREQUENCY  
With over 250 digital and over 200 static faces throughout Western Canada, our 
network is sure to provide the media solutions you need to connect with your target 
audience. We will walk you through our interactive mapping system to identify the 
locations and GRP’s necessary to build a successful out of home campaign. 

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED



SIGNPATICO provides you with engaging ads in high traffic locations at a lower cost per thousand (CPM) than most 
other mediums. 

COST EFFECTIVE

AVERAGE COST PER THOUSAND

$10.25 TELEVISION (BROADCAST)

$8.77 TELEVISION (SYNDICATION)

$6.98 MAGAZINE

$5.99 TELEVISION (CABLE)

$5.50 NEWSPRINT

$4.54 RADIO

$2.26 DIGITAL OUTDOOR



Media exposure less than one hour prior to the biggest 
purchase of the day:

SOURCE: Arbitron

Compared to static billboards, a digital billboard is more 
likely to grab your attention because of the inherent 
tendency to focus our eyes and attention on something 
in motion, colourful and ever changing.

INFLUENCING CONSUMERS
Outdoor advertising is often the last media exposure 
before making a purchase. Did you know that 35% of 
consumers say they make last minute purchase decisions? 
Use the opportunity to remind them of your products!
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HARD TO IGNORE
Digital billboards hold a unique advantage. Unlike TV 
and radio, your digital billboard audience can’t switch the 
channel or skip the ads. Unlike the internet, there are no 
pop-up blockers or delivery filters.

ENGAGING



At SIGNPATICO we select our locations based on optimizing reach and frequency. By strategically placing your 
brand in high traffic areas, we create maximum impressions. Your messages can be changed easily and quickly 
without the expense or production time associated with static billboards.

You decide what time of day your ads run, targeting your message to the audience much like radio and TV advertisers.

DIGITAL OUTDOOR



Static billboards are the only form of media that offers businesses 24/7 exposure. They cannot be turned off, 
thrown away, or ignored. Targeted more specifically to rural communities, static billboards provides one of the 
only means to immerse your brand, products and offering to smaller centers throughout Western Canada. 

Advertising investments in Static billboards are typically longer term contracts based on their efficiency and cost 
effectiveness.

STATIC OUTDOOR



SJHL NETWORK
Making you relevant with rural Saskatchewan. SIGNPATICO is your best partner for 
successful campaigns targeting the affluent demographics of rural Saskatchewan. 
No one knows this audience better than SIGNPATICO. We’re committed to providing 
you the best strategies and solutions to maximize your advertising budget. 

Established in 1968, the Saskatchewan Junior Hockey League (SJHL) is considered 
one of Canada’s most outstanding Junior ‘A’ hockey leagues. It has produced 
legends such as Curtis Joseph, Chris Chelios, and Rod Brind’Amour, and current 
players Chris Kunitz and Brad Richards. These young, former SJHL players become 
our future community leaders.

IMPACT/BENEFITS
• 324 Regular season games
• 250,000 Fans each season
• 1.95 million people per year pass through the SJHL arenas for other non SJHL 

events, adding to the market reach
• Reach over 17% of the rural Saskatchewan population
• Communicate with a captive audience
• Expose your brand for 3000 hours per year

DIGITAL ADS
Each of the 12 SJHL arena’s house one LED digital billboard in the rink and two 47” 
HD TV monitors located in areas like the lobby of each arena. Both digital mediums 
play fully animated advertising throughout the year from 8am – midnight, seven 
days a week, which includes all minor hockey games, figure skating, and any major 
events held at the venue.



DAY PARTING
USER-GENERATED CONTENT
WEATHER TRIGGERED ADVERTISING
SOCIAL MEDIA
LIVE SCORES
COUNTDOWNS
BOARD DOMINATIONS

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES



DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
DAY PARTING
Consumers are inundated with advertising throughout 
the day. One way to effectively reach a consumer is by 
day parting your ads with relevant and timely messages.

By dividing up the day; you better target advertising 
towards a particular demographic or purchase pattern. 
This strategy has been proven to increase direct response 
to advertising. Day parting capabilities include...

DAY-TO-DAY SCHEDULING
Allows an advertiser to change creative based on the 
current day of the week.

WITHIN-DAY SCHEDULING
An advertiser can change creative based on the current 
time of day.

UNPLANNED SCHEDULING
Allows a customer to type a variety of messages into a 
text box-like location, providing a customer with the ability 
to change the text on a display at any time, day or night.



*SIGNPATICO can also design postcards to be pushed out to all social media networks.

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
USER-GENERATED CONTENT
Research indicates that consumers trust their peers when it 
comes to brands and companies. User Generated Content 
(UGC) allows consumers to interact and participate in a digital 
advertising campaign, therefore creating brand ambassadors 
for a given advertiser.

User Generated Content can come from a variety of sources, 
depending on the goals and actions of a company or brand. 
User-generated content includes...

MICROSITES
If an advertiser creates a microsite for a particular campaign, 
SIGNPATICO digital boards are able to pull the consumer-
submitted information directly from the site.

SOCIAL MEDIA
SIGNPATICO digitals can be programmed to pull content submitted 
through social media - including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 
Foursquare.



SOCIAL MEDIA
SIGNPATICO can pull real-time social media feeds and place them 
on large format out of home billboards. Social media capabilities 
include...

FACEBOOK FEEDS
This capability allows an advertiser or client to display status updates, 
photos, likes or selected consumer comments on digital billboards.

TWITTER FEEDS
An advertiser or client can display tweets in real time on digital 
boards. The tweets can come from the advertiser or from interactive 
consumers. 

INSTAGRAM FEEDS
This capability allows an advertiser or client to stream images from 
their Instagram account in real time.

Marrying digital out of home to a social media campaign can 
increase the reach by up to 212%*. DOOH leverages social media 
to create a personal connection, drive contest entry and generate 
earned media. 

*SOURCE: Gallup, ComScore, Media Behavior Institute

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES



DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
WEATHER TRIGGERED ADVERTISING
From deciding weekend plans to considering dinner options, weather 
dictates consumer decisions. It makes sense to suggest your business’ 
products and services by integrating weather information into your 
next digital advertising campaign.

SIGNPATICO digital weather technology pulls weather information 
surrounding a given location and pushes timely ads to our network.

CURRENT TEMPERATURE
The current temperature is pulled for the board location and 
automatically updates when it changes.

WEATHER FORECAST
This capability allows your panel to display the current forecast for a 
given area. You can choose various forecast lengths (1 day, 3 days, etc.).

CREATIVE ROTATION
With this option, your panel can automatically display certain creative 
based upon pre-set weather conditions. For example, one “warm” 
creative piece would display when temperature rises above 25, 
while a “cold” option would show when temperature dips below -25.

AND MORE...
Additional weather-centric capabilities, such as wind speed, advisories, 
and more are also available.



LIVE SCORES
Live score capabilities include...

SCORE DISPLAY
Allows an advertiser to show up-to-the minute score 
upates for a chosen event to drivers passing their 
board.

GAME TIMING DISPLAY
In addition to game scores, advertisers can display 
the current quarter, period, inning, etc. and also the 
time remaining in a game. Note: The use of team logos 
and team names is not permitted unless the client 
receives permission from the team(s) advertised.

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES



COUNTDOWNS
Countdowns generate hype and excitement within a community. 
A countdown not only informs consumers of upcoming events, 
but it also reminds them to plan accordingly.

SIGNPATICO’s countdown capabilities include...

AUTOMATIC COUNTDOWN
Allows an advertiser to automatically count down to a specific 
date and/or time. The digital billboard is capable of counting 
down in days, hours, minutes, or a combination of these.

MANUAL COUNT
An advertiser can manually enter numbers through SIGNPATICO’s 
data feed manager, therefore creating either an increasing or 
decreasing count as needed. 

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES



BOARD DOMINATION
Much like a homepage online takeover - SIGNPATICO offers 
board dominations for up to 72 hours. Whether launching a 
new product, location or service - our clients have found board 
dominations to be an effective medium to communicate multiple 
message at one location.

DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
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signpatico.com

GET US WORKING FOR YOU


